Proof. Filtering by degree of the outer complex of (1.5) yields a spectral sequence with El = ExtG(n)(A(n), Homr(nl+l)(BP*, Dr(n)M)). Now Homr(n +l)(BP*, r(n) ?BP* M) = G(n) ?A(n) M so Homr(n+l)(BP*, Dr(n)M) is a complex of extended G(n)-comodules. Hence the higher Ext groups vanish, El = HomG(n)(A(n), Homr(nl+l)(BP*, Dr(n)M)), and the spectral sequence collapses from this El. Moreover for any r(n)-comodule N we have HomG(n)(A(n), Homr(nl+l)(BP*, N)) = Homr(n)(BP*, N), so our El -term is El = Homr(n)(BP*, Dr(n)M) = Extr(n)(BP*, M).
El
Now suppose we have another complex Cn of G(n)-comodules and a map Cn -+ Homr(n+l)(BP*, Dr(n)M) inducing an isomorphism in cohomology. Then we get a map from QG(n)Cn to the double complex of (1. Proof. In (1.7) we set up such a SS from a map Cn Homr(n+l)(BP*, Dr(n)M) and by 1.11 Dr(n)M is CHE to CDr(n)M. El 1.13. Remark. In our examples Cn will be a subcomplex of the chromatic resolution CM, and the obvious map to Homr(n+l)(BP*, CDr(n)M) will not be mentioned.
5) inducing an isomorphism of El -terms in the first SS (i.e. an isomorphism to the CESS E1 -term). It follows that we have an isomorphism of E,o-terms and that (using induction
CQr(n)BP* is of course bigger than Qr(n)BP*, but it is more convenient because many elements in Extr(n)(BP*, BP*) can be more easily represented as cocycles in CQr(n)BP* than in Qr(n)BP*.
Nn is generated as a Z(p) module by fractions with whose numerators are monomials in BP* and whose denominators are monomials in A(n -1) with relations given by the condition that such an element (reduced to lowest terms) vanishes if its denominator is not divisible by the These elements have been of interest for some time in view of the following result (see [3] for references). Our strategy will be to use certain subcomplexes of the chromatic cobar complex to compute Extr(k)(BP*, BP*). We will need the following generalization of 1.16.
PROPOSITION.
Extor ( 
8). El
References and a proof can be found in [3] .
In constructing D I, the obvious choice for D 0 is A (2)[p -v I, p filtering it by powers of p gives subquotients isomorphic to H(2) -H(2) (gA(2)Z/(p) and we have Exto(DO) = Z(p) as required by 3.2(b).
D 1 is harder to get at and we will approach it rather indirectly. First we introduce a useful technical tool, which will be used in our proof that DI exists (3.6). /(1 -x)(1 -x1+p) 
PROPOSITION.
There
is a CESS (1.6) converging to ExtH(2)(A (2), D2) with Es't = Exts(1)(A(1), Extt(2)(A (2), D2)). Li
The group ExtG(2)(A(2), D2), which we denote by E is described in 3.9, which says there is a SES of bigraded G(1)-comodules (,)(A(1), B ?XP21) is isomorphic to the kernel of multiplication by v P. To compute the Poincare series for this group, note that the subgroup of exponent p is generated by ( 1)(A(1), f?O 0XPp2) , while Ext0G (1)(A(l), F?) is a lower bound, so It follows that b11 /3 must be in the kernel of h1I, and by inspection one sees that Ext l37q(y4) = 0, so this indeterminacy is trivial. 
Epilogue. We have completed the calculation of ExtH(2)(
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